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child is bright prettyproty full of poten-
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jack stars in one of two TV public
service announcements fufundedndqd by the
state office of alcoholism andiw drug
abuse the second spot delivers a
similar message in an uibafitettingurban setting

the two announcements are part of
a new public information campaign to
increase awareness

1 of the dangers
alcohol poses to ppregnantregnant women and
their unborn babies

continued on page three



0 if the mother is drunk so too is the baby
continued from page one

many women dont realize that a
pregnant woman never drinks alone
the alcohol passes directly from a
mothers bloodstream through the
placenta where it can damage the un-
born child explains suzanne perry
FASPAS coordinator for the state

the unborn child receives the
same amount ofalcohol as the mother

if the mother is drunk so too is the
baby shesashes carrying

alcohol can cause irreversible
physical and mental damage to the un-
born child its most serious manifesta-
tion comes in the form of PASTAS a
distinct combination of irreversible
physical and mentalmenial birth defects FASPAS
is only caused by drinking alcohol dur-
ing pregnancy and is the only cause
of mental retardation that is totally

preventable
women who dont drink during

their pregnancy dont give birth to
FASPAS babies I1 penyperry said its as sim-
pleplc as that

the hewnew campaign is called A
choice your baby has to uvelive with
and focuses on improving pregnancy
outcome not describing possible
damage

perry says research indicates preg

nant women respond more positively
to a message with hope than a
pessimistic prognosis of fetal damage

two radio public service announce-
ment accompany the television spots
which have been distributed statewide

alaska has the highest estimated in-
cidence of PAS babies in the nation
and certain portions of the state record
the highest FASPAS rate among any
population in the world


